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Greetings:
Hello, everyone! 
We are the hosts of the Jilted Indian Podcast. Thank you for attending our session! Our condolences 
for those of you who are here  because you couldn’t get in to see Tom Felton. We are glad you’re 
here.

Before we get into our session we would like to introduce ourselves:
My name is:
My house is:
My diaspora is:

Puja: 
We are here to present A Reimagination of the Yule Ball Gowns, specifically surrounding the 
representation of the Patil Twins, in Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire movie.
• Imagination consideration

Miranda:
We originally talked about this on our podcast as part of an episode entitled “AAI, Ask an Indian”…
• The Jilted Indian podcast is a forum for us to be able to share what it is like being South Asian 

American women in America today.
• Episode on representation of Indians in television and film…
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• Been dying to have a forum to talk about the Patil twins in the Yule Ball… 

We first only spent 10 minutes topic, but now here at Leaky Con we have an hour, this is the forum of 
our dreams.
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The Patil Twins
• Why are the Patils important to us? 

Maharashtra (anju)
• Describe your personal experience first seeing the Patil Twins in the book/movie.
• Not much representation of Indians at the time.

Puja:
Actresses casting: Sitara Shah, Sharon Sandhu, Shefali Chowdhury, Afshan Azad, 
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Padma and Parvati had 39 appearances out of 
4,224 pages in the original series.

Puja:
J.K. Rowling wrote so many memorable moments for the Patil twins that you all know well. We 
want to pay homage to their story.

Characters:
Parvati is originally Griffyndor, stands up for others, she is clever, feminine, vain, bursts into fits of 
giggles. She really likes well run Care of Magical Creatures classes. Values her safety, like her 
parents.
Padma is her identical twin, she is a prefect, they are both part of the resistance.

Miranda:
They were first to DA, we see the writing on the wall, love that was written into the character.
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SS Ch 7 The Sorting Hat - Patil Twins Sorted, does not mention which houses
SS. Ch 9 - The Midnight Duel- During the first flying lesson, Parvati was the first to speak up to tell 
Malfoy to leave Neville alone. Tried to explain to professor McGonagall later that Malfoy was the 
one that caused all the problems. [in the movie]
SS. Ch 10 – Halloween- Parvati overheard telling Lavender that Hermione is crying in the bathroom 
[in the movie]
CS Ch 9 - The Writing on the Wall- During questioning of Professor Binns about the Chamber of 
Secrets opening the first time, Parvati concludes that only dark magic could open the chamber. 
Professor Binns calls her Miss Pennyfeather [in the movie]



PoA Ch 7 - The Boggart in the Wardrobe-Parvati is the 2nd student called after Neville to battle the 
boggart, which was a Mummy, it trips and unravels when she casts “riddikulus” [in the movie]
PoA Ch 9 - Grim Defeat-Sasses Professor Snape with “We told you, we haven’t gotten as far as 
werewolves yet, we’re still on -- “ [in the movie]



GoF Ch. 12 - The Tri-Wizard Tournament During the sorting (Creevy brothers), Hermione points out 
that Parvati’s twin Padma is in Ravenclaw. 
GoF Ch. 14 - The Unforgivable Curses Lavender gets in trouble for showing Parvati her horoscope 
under the desk. 
GoF Ch. 23 - The Yule Ball Dean Thomas makes note that Harry and Ron are going to the ball with 
the prettiest girls in the year.



OotP Ch. 12 - Professor Umbridge
Parvati asks about practical use of magic and is incredulous that the first time they will use any 
spells would be the DAD O.W.L

OotP Ch. 16 - The Hog’s Head
Padma and Parvati are within 1st 5 people entering the Hog’s Head. Padma shudders at the use of 
“Voldermort” by Hermione. 
OotP Ch. 18 - Dumbledore’s Army
Padma and Parvati again among the 1st 5 people to arrive to the 1st DA meeting.



OotP Ch. 19 - The Lion & The Serpent
Harry reminces about DA lessons and thinks about Parvati’s powerful reduction curse that reduced 
the table holding sneakoscopes to dust [in the movie]

OotP Ch 31 - O.W.L.s
Parvati and Lavender practice locomotor charms by having their pencil cases race each other round 
the table; at breakfast the next day Parvati was practicing incantations under her breath. Harry is in 
the same alpha group as the patil twins and pansy parkinson when called to do take their CHARMS 
OWL. Parvati keeping count - noting 4 exams left after potions. Screamed “look!” when Hagrid was 
being sacked during the Astronomy OWL; she, Lavender, and Hermione screamed when Professor 
McGonagall was stunned by 4 wizards. Parvati sits in front of Harry during History of Magic OWL



HBP Ch 11 - Hermione’s Helping Hand
Learn from Hermione that the Patil Twins parents did not want them to come back to school. 
Parvati also nudges Lavender to make a move on Ron.
HBP Ch 30 - The White Tomb
The Patil Twins are taken out of Hogwarts the night of Dumbledore’s Death
DH Ch 29 - The Lost Diadem
The Patil Twins are hiding out in the Room of Requirement 
DH Ch 30 - The Elder Wand
Parvati seen dueling Travers and putting a body-bind curse on Dolohov



The Yule Ball

Up to the Yule Ball-Exposition
Our Indian girls got dates!

GoF Ch. 22 - The Unexpected Task Parvati giggles at McGonagall’s announcement of the 
Yule Ball. Harry asks Parvati to the ball; then asks for a date for Ron; Parvati suggests 
Hermione, interested to know who her date is; said will ask her Ravenclaw sister Padma. 
Harry hopes Padma Patil’s nose was dead center (she and Parvati are twins).
Why last minute?

GoF Ch. 23 - The Yule Ball
Parvati is waiting for Harry wearing robes of shocking pink, with gold in her plait and gold 
bracelets. Padma was wearing robes of bright turquoise. 

Speculating how they would be dressed. We assumed they would be dressed nicely.
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Indian Fashion

Teach about Indian Fashion: 
Sari (Puja)
Lengha (choli); (Miranda)
Anarkali; (Anju)
Salwarkamese (Anju)
Jewelry

Were you expecting Indian fashion?
Basic excitement seeing South Asian characters in this ultra awkward teenager moment.

The book quote - shocking pink and turquoise
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What is this?
Anju (swapped outfits lazy fix, Dull colorless bindi (what is a bindi), utter lack of properly 
ornate jewelry (split pack bangles), lack of ornaments)
Miranda (old and dull colors, knot on dupatta, The hair. How dare you?)
Puja (Not fancy, colors, not wizarding, a toddler’s/very young child, Indian signaling)

Clear that this is Indians through a non-Indian eye.
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Narrative reasons – Why didn’t someone ask an Indian?

If you don’t’ have a story:
Miranda: Parents didn’t trust them with the nice clothes
Puja: Punished; Last minute; low cost?
Anju: afraid to ask parents, younger sibling aunty sabotage

Narrative excuse

Clearly we were disappointed, but we weren’t the only ones.
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What others have said
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Mira Nair

We have to mention something heartbreaking here.
Remember when I mentioned we did an episode called Ask an Indian? Well, it turns out, 
the movie studio did.
One season later, we did an episode about Mira Nair, acclaimed director of representative 
film. There isn’t a single Mira Nair movie that isn’t lush with cultural respresentation.
Show images of Indians in her movies.
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Anumation
@anumation

Closing statement: 
Miranda- you allowing us to vent

Anju-We understand the movies are more than these two characters but…
Books are chopped up naturally in movies, but this was a missed opportunity.

Puja: Representation solution…
When you re read or rewatch, keep in mind/imagination…
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Jilted Indian Podcast
@jiltedindianpod

Closing statement-
Thank you allowing us to vent, special thanks to Leaky Con for giving us a platform.
We understand the movies are more than these two characters,
Books are chopped up naturally in movies, but this was a missed opportunity.
We aim to offer a representation solution…
When you re read or rewatch, keep in mind/imagination…
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